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Writing for the Harp: Pedals 
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Including pedals in your harp compositions is optional, and is a hot topic in the harp world. 

However, it is important for the composer to understand how the pedals function to avoid 

writing impossible passages. Personally, I highly recommend putting pedals in your parts. This 

packet goes over the Salzedo method of pedal notation. Though this method is highly used, it is 

important to note that it is not universal.  

 

An advanced harpist can move the pedals quite quickly and softly, leaving many in the audience 

unaware of their existence. However, it is important to be aware of which pedals are done by 

which feet. The left foot controls DCB, and the right controls EFGA. Advanced harpists are also 

able to grab the E pedal with the left foot and the B pedal with the right foot, but this requires 

moving the heel and the knee. This should be avoided unless truly necessary. 

 

Here is an easy way to remember the order of the pedals left to right: 

1. List ABCDEFG and Move A to the end: BCDEFGA 

2. Swap B and D: DCBEFGA 

3. Like a phone number, list _ _ _ - _ _ _ _   DCB-EFGA 

 

Harp pedals are written like a 3rd staff under the bass clef. Anytime you have two pedals at 

once, list the right foot above the left foot, just like how the right hand staff is above the left 

hand staff. This leaves the space between the staves clear for dynamics. It is somewhat 

common to write the pedals in the space between the staves, but right foot above left is 

standard. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



The best time for pedals are during rests, such as in orchestral or chamber music. When 

changes are required while playing, the pedals are listed directly on the beat when the change 

is necessary. For example, if you are in A minor for a while and suddenly need an F-sharp, place 

the F-sharp pedal directly under the beat when the first F-sharp happens. Make sure you put in 

changes back to natural as well! 

 

 

 

 

 

Harp pedals can be compared to choreography. They are easiest when they are matched to 

beats in the music. If there are too many pedals for one beat, choose an appropriate pedal to 

be done a beat early. With pedals, the simpler the better! 

If you are using Sibelius, it will put the pedals in for you. I have found that the quality of this 

plug-in varies and I suggest still checking the pedals it has created. Finale requires you to input 

pedals by hand. Pedals are quite easy to add in Finale, I suggest creating expressions and saving 

them as a library. Pedal diagrams can be done the same way. 

Pedal Diagrams: These diagrams are a visual representation of the pedals on the harp, and are 

the easiest and fastest way for a harpist to set many pedals at once. These should only be used 

at the beginning of a piece, for glissandi, and at major moments, such as after long periods of 

tacet or at rehearsal numbers. The left pedals are DCB, the middle line represents the split, and 

the right pedals are EFGA. Above the horizontal line is flat, on it is natural, and below it is sharp. 

These diagrams are quite easy to make in finale: 

1. Use the font “Engraver Text T, H, or NCS” 

2. O – flat, o – natural, p – sharp, and P – middle line    

3.  As an example, OpoPoppO becomes 

 

Feel free to send me an email if you have any questions, and check my website for more 

information. I am also available for bookings as a guest artist to present my “writing for the 

harp 101” lecture, perform 20th and 21st century harp music, masterclasses, and more!  
 

JosephRebmanHarp@Yahoo.com    

 JosephRebman.com 

 

Happy composing! 


